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ABSTRACT 

Thermography is a useful tool for analyzing spinal 

nerve root irritation, but interpretation of digital 

infrared images is often qualitative and subjective. A new 

quantitative, computer-aided method for analyzing thermo

grams, utilizing the human dermatome map, is presented. 

Image processing and pattern recognition principles 

needed to accomplish this goal are discussed. Algorithms 

for segmentation, boundary detection and interpretation of 

thermograms are presented. 

An interactive, user-friendly program to perform this 

analysis has been developed. Due to the relatively large 

number of images in an exam, speed and simplicity were 

emphasized in algorithm development. The results obtained 

correlate well with clinical data and show promise for 

aiding the diagnosis of spinal nerve root irritation. 

x 



CHAPTER X 

INTRODUCTION 

Thermography, or thermal imaging, is a method of 

accurately measuring point to point skin temperature. Skin 

temperature is affected by the blood vessels that supply it, 

these vessels are in turn controlled by the central nervous 

system. The temperature distribution of the skin from one 

side of the body to the other is very symmetrical. Spinal 

nerve root damage, such as a herniated disk, affects skin 

temperature by changing this symmetry. This makes therm

ography a valuable tool for diagnosing spinal nerve root 

damage. 

There are two types of thermography: 1) liquid crystal 

thermography and 2) infrared tele-thermography. In either 

case, the output is a pictorial representation of skin 

temperature, known as a thermogram [11]. Liquid crystal 

thermography is a contact process, in which a pad containing 

heat sensitive crystals is pressed against the body. The 

output is an analog pictorial representation of the tempera

ture distribution [8]. Infrared tele-thermography is a non-

contact process, in which the temperature is measured with 

a camera sensitive to infrared radiation. This is the type 
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of thermography that is the subject of this research. 

The infrared images, or thermograms as they are 

referred to, are stored in a digital format convenient for 

computer processing, but are often analyzed qualitatively 

by visual inspection. The goal of this research is to 

develop a quantitative computer aided method of analyzing 

digital thermograms. 

1.1 Medical Background 

Spinal nerve roots branch off the spinal cord and 

emerge between the vertebrae, each supplying a specific area 

of the skin, known as a dermatome. A diagram of the spinal 

cord, vertebrae and nerve roots is shown in Figure 1.1. J. 

Jay Keegan and Frederick Garrett [4] experimentally deter

mined the location of the dermatomes producing the widely 

accepted dermatome map shown in Figure 1.2. Irritation of a 

nerve root manifests itself by producing an abnormal heat 

pattern in its associated dermatome. For instance, 

irritation of the left L4 nerve root may result in pain 

radiating down the left leg and an abnormal heat pattern in 

the L4 dermatome. . 

Four regions of the body are imaged to diagnose spinal 

nerve root irritation: 1) the cervical region (the neck and 

upper back), 2) the arms and hands, 3) the lumbar region 

(the lower back and buttocks) and, 4) the legs and feet. 
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Figure 1.2. The dermatome map. (Anat. Rec. 102:411) 

In the limbs of the body, abnormal heat patterns usually 

show up as relatively cold regions along the dermatome [11]. 

This results from sympathetic over-activity causing the 

blood vessels associated with the irritated nerve to spasm. 

When the blood vessels spasm, less blood is supplied to the 

skin producing a cold region in the associated dermatome. 

In the lumbar region of the body, nerve root irritation 
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manifests itself as hot patterns resulting from local muscle 

irritation. In the cervical region, irritation manifests 

itself as cold regions in the affected dermatome on either 

side of the spine. 

Wexler [11] has developed the following criterion for a 

positive diagnosis of nerve root irritation: two areas 

along the same dermatome must have a one degree centigrade 

difference affecting at least 25% of the surface area 

compared to the opposite side. This criterion results from 

the fact that the temperature scale in thermograms is 

usually quantized and displayed in one degree centigrade 

bands. Therefore, the criterion is met when one band 

covers 25% more area in one dermatome when compared to the 

opposite side. For example, if one band covers 35% of a 

dermatome on one side of the body, but only 5% on the 

opposite side, the difference is 30% and the criterion is 

met. In addition, this difference must be observed in two 

different views of the dermatome for a positive diagnosis. 

Wexler reports taking separate images of the lum

bosacral region and lower extremities consisting of the 

following views: 

• the lumbar region 

• the buttocks 

• anterior, posterior, and lateral thighs 



• anterior, posterior and lateral lower legs 

• dorsal and plantar feet 

Images of the cervical region include: 

• posterior views of both shoulders and forearms 

• anterior forearms, ulnar, and radial forearms 

• dorsal and palmar hands 

These views are illustrated in Appendix A. Wexler also 

states that to insure the examination's validity, it should 

be repeated three times at twenty minute intervals. 

1.2 Research Goal 
t 

The goal of this research is to develop a method of 

computer analysis of thermograms to aid the diagnosis of 

nerve root irritation, based on Wexler's criterion. To 

accomplish this, the dermatome map must be superimposed onto 

the human subjects in the thermal images and the temperature 

distribution of each dermatome determined. Then the tempera

ture distributions between dermatomes on opposites sides of 

the body may be compared. A computer software system to 

accomplish this can be visualized as shown in Figure 1.3. 

The following point should also be noted. This is a 

user aided process, requiring approximately fifteen minutes 

to analyze a set of lumbar or cervical images. 



\/ 

\/ 

Repeat for each view 

Segment image, detect 
boundary and locate 
control points 

Superimpose dermatome 
map onto human figure 

Compare temperature 
distribution of 
contralateral dermatomes 
& store results 

Determine temperature 
distribution in each 
dermatome 

Determine if criteria for 

^ \ / All views completed 

Figure 1.3. System overview. 
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1.3 System Hardware 

The computer hardware for this system consists of the 

following: 

• IBM PC/XT w/ 8087 math coprocessor 

• Imaging Technology PCVision frame grabber board (512 

x 512 image display) 

• Mouse Systems mouse 

The software was developed in Microsoft FORTRAN V4.01, 

utilizing the ImageTool library functions from Werner-Frei 

Associates. The infrared images were obtained from an Isis-

1000 thermal imaging system, with an 8 bit 384 x 256 pixel 

image format. The pixel gray levels of the infrared images 

correspond to discrete temperature values, increasing 

proportionally with temperature. 

In chapter 2, pattern recognition techniques for 

segmentation, boundary detection, and location of control 

points are presented. A method of superimposing the 

dermatome map onto the thermograms is outlined in chapter 3. 

Finally, in chapter 4, the temperature distributions in each 

dermatome are calculated and used to compare symmetry. In 

addition, a new measure for comparing the temperature 

distributions of contralateral dermatomes is presented. 



CHAPTER 2 

SEGMENTATION AND BOUNDARY DETECTION 

The goal of this system is to analyze thermograms by 

superimposing the dermatome map onto the human figure. This 

requires extracting information from the thermograms, and 

utilizing it to superimpose the map. Typically, computer 

vision systems operate in the following hierarchy: 1) image 

preprocessing, 2) segmentation/boundary detection and, 3) 

interpretation. Image preprocessing considers factors such 

as restoration, noise removal and contrast enhancement. 

Segmentation is the process of locating regions in the image 

with similar attributes, which may or may not correspond to 

objects. The final step, interpretation, involves extract

ing information from the relationships and attributes of the 

segmented objects. 

In the analysis of thermograms we are not concerned 

with preprocessing, but instead with segmentation and 

interpretation. The images are segmented into two regions 

corresponding to the human figure, or object as it is 

referred to, and background. Then the object boundary is 

determined and used to extract information about the image. 

For example, in an image of the hands the curvature of the 

boundary is used to find the location of each fingertip. 

9 
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These points, referred to as control points, are needed to 

superimpose the dermatome map onto the object. 

2.1 Segmentation 

The goal of segmentation is to find regions in the 

image with similar attributes. If the regions correspond to 

objects in the scene it is known as complete segmentation, 

otherwise, it is known as partial segmentation. In this 

application, the goal is complete segmentation into object 

and background regions. There are two main categories of 

segmentation: 1) region merging and 2) region splitting [6]. 

Most algorithms employ one or a combination of both. Region 

merging methods work by using the properties of connected 

pixels to grow regions. Region splitting is a global 

technigue which classifies pixels by thresholding the image 

histogram. In this application thresholding is used if the 

contrast between the object and background is high, other

wise, region merging is used. 

2.1.1 Thresholding 

Most thermograms have bimodal histograms (Figure 2.1) 

(in general images of the feet do not) in which the upper 

mode corresponds to the object and the lower one to the 

background. Bimodal images lend themselves to segmentation 

by thresholding. Pixels with a gray level above the 

threshold are classified as object, while those below are 
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classified as background. 

if GL > T 

if GL < T 

object pixel 

background pixel 

Figure 2.1. Bimodal histogram of a thermogram. The upper 
mode corresponds to the human figure, and the 
lower mode to the background. 

To segment an image by thresholding requires first 

finding a suitable threshold value. The simplest way to 

accomplish this is an interactive approach allowing the user 

to manually locate the threshold. Using the mouse to adjust 



the threshold and applying it directly to the output look-up 

tables allows the user to see the results in real-time. 

This method has the advantage of being reliable as well as 

quick, but the disadvantage of requiring user intervention. 

The goal is for the system to be as autonomous as possible, 

making automatic detection of the threshold a more desirable 

approach. 

Automatic threshold detection operates by locating the 

threshold at the local minimum of the histogram between the 

two modes. The histogram is smoothed with a moving average 

filter of length 7 to reduce the effects of noise. Then the 

peaks corresponding to each mode are located and the local 

minimum in the valley between them is chosen as the 

threshold. Figure 2.2 illustrates the results of automatic 

thresholding on an image of the dorsal forearms. 

Occasionally, the object fills the scene almost 

entirely resulting in a unimodal histogram. In these cases 

it is still possible to threshold the image, but automatic 

threshold detection becomes increasingly difficult and 

unreliable, necessitating a way to distinguish between the 

two cases. The contrast is used as a measure to determine 

if an image is bimodal or unimodal. If the contrast exceeds 

a certain value, automatic thresholding is performed, other

wise, manual thresholding is resorted to. 
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Figure 2.2. Segmentation by thresholding. (a) The unseg-
xnented image. (b) The egmented image. The 
background has been set ir.o a gray level of zero. 
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Three contrast measures, each having advantages and 

disadvantages which are application dependent, are shown 

below [10]: 

The first two depend solely on the minimum and maximum gray 

levels in the image. They are not useful as the unimodal and 

bimodal histograms have nearly the same gray level maximum 

and minimum, but much different contrast. The third 

measure, gray level standard deviation, is a much better 

indicator of image contrast. It was determined experimen

tally that images with a gray level standard deviation 

greater than 15.0 gl are bimodal. 

The main disadvantage of thresholding is that it does 

not use spatial information to segment the image, and 

therefore does not guarantee segmentation into cohesive 

regions. Its advantages are that it is fast and simple, 

and for the majority of the images considered it works well. 

2.1.2 Region Merging 

In images of the feet, thresholding is usually ineffec

tive as the boundary between the object and background is 

gradual and difficult to locate. This is due to the 

Cl = GLmax ~ GLmin 

c2 = GLmax /GLmin 

C3 ~ °GL 

(2.1) 

( 2 . 2 )  

(2.3) 



relatively low temperature of the feet compared to the rest 

of the body. A typical histogram of the feet, shown in 

Figure 2.3, illustrates the difficulty encountered in 

thresholding such images. Classification techniques also 

present a problem since the background is nonstationary, 

signal dependent, and difficult to characterize. Instead, 

region merging using structural information about the feet 

~ 127 255 

91 

Figure 2.3. Typical histogram of the feet. 
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is employed to effectively segment these images. 

As stated before, region merging grows regions based 

on the properties of connected pixels. Merging is sensitive 

to noise and produces regions that do not necessarily cor

respond to objects in the scene. The effectiveness of 

merging is increased significantly if prior knowledge about 

the structure of objects in the scene is incorporated into 

the algorithm [6]. This is accomplished with a data 

structure, the line adjacency graph, and a model of the feet 

to aid the merging algorithm. 

Line adjacency graphs (LAGs) are employed when an image 

is processed and merged sequentially row by row. Each 

horizontal line in the image is merged into a number of 

intervals with similar gray levels. A line adjacency graph 

indicating the adjacent intervals is constructed, (Figure 

2.4) to which a decision on merging segments in adjacent 

lines is applied. 

The following assumptions are made about the feet: 

1) A starting point at the ankles can be located. 

2) The feet are oriented in a vertical position. 

3) The temperature of the feet decreases progressively 

from the ankle to the toes. 

4) There are no large jumps in the location of the edge of 

the foot in successive rows (> than several pixels). 
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Figure 2.4. An example of the line adjacency graph. 

The algorithm for segmenting the feet operates as 

follows: 

1) Locate a starting point at or above the ankles where 

the object signal is strong. Segment the line by 

thresholding into object and background regions. This 

is used as the initial parent in the LAG. 

2) Merge the next line into intervals with similar gray 

levels. These are the children in the LAG. (Figure 2.5) 

3) Join children to the parents using the following 

criterion: 

- If a child is adjacent to only one parent it is 

joined with it. 

- Otherwise, it is merged with the parent with which it 
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has the most adjacent pixels, if two parents present 

themselves the one with the closest mean is chosen. 

Parents 

Children 

Figure 2.5. Line adjacency graph used to segment the feet. 

4) The children now belong to either object or background, 

and are used as the parents for the next line. 

5) If the boundary of the feet moves more than a few 

pixels from one line to the next it is discarded. 

Instead, the location of the boundary in the previous 

line is used. 

6) The algorithm stops when the standard deviation of a 

row falls below a certain threshold level. This 

indicates that foot is not present in that line, or it 

is too weak to detect. 

The threshold for merging the sequential lines is 

adjusted adaptively, varying directly with the gray level 

variance of each line. Therefore, when the strength of the 

foot is weak compared to the background, a small threshold 

Background Obj ect 

'—— 

Background 

i i 



value is used. This makes it easier to locate the transi

tion between the background and foot. 

The main disadvantage of this algorithm is that it 

requires more processing time than thresholding, but it is 

not too great as to be a limiting factor in its use. In 

addition, it has a tendency to cut the toes of the feet off. 

This is because the signal to noise ratio at the toes is 

usually very low. An example illustrating the improvement 

this algorithm over thresholding is shown in Figure 2.6. 



Figure 2.6. Segmentation by region merging with the LAG. 
(a) Unsegmented image of the feet, (b) 
Segmentation by thresholding, (c) Segmentation 
by merging. 
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2 , 2  Boundary Detection 

After the image is segmented, the object boundary is 

determined and stored in a chain code format. There are 

many different algorithms for boundary detection, some 

requiring a mathematical description of the boundary and/or 

an edge map be available to construct the boundary. In this 

application the object boundary varies greatly from one view 

to the next. For example, the boundary of the hands is much 

different than that of the forearms. Therefore, it is 

desirable to have an algorithm which does not require a 

prior mathematical description and operates on an arbitrary 

boundary. 

A contour following algorithm which satisfies these 

conditions is the turtle algorithm, described by Ballard and 

Brown [1] and Duda and Hart [3]. It is a simple algorithm 

with a few conditions governing its use, but it is effective 

and reliable for locating boundaries in thermograms. The 

operation of the algorithm can be visualized as a turtle 

starting at a known point on the object boundary following 

it in a clockwise (or counterclockwise) direction until an 

end point is reached. The algorithm operates as follows: 

1. Locate a starting boundary pixel on the object. 

2. Decision: If the turtle is on an object pixel, turn 

left and take a step. 



If the turtle is on a background pixel, 

turn right and take a step. 

3. Store boundary pixels. 

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the end point is 

reached. 

An example illustrating the turtle behavior is shown in 

Figure 2.7. 

Start—^ • Object Pixel 

Turtle Path 

Figure 2.7. Operation of the turtle algorithm. 

Notice that 8-connected pixels may be missed by the turtle. 

This is of little concern since the objects are large and 

the loss of a few pixels on the border has virtually no 

affect on the results. The algorithm also introduces 
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redundancy as the turtle passes over some boundary pixels 

more than once, requiring postprocessing to remove the 

redundancy. 

Duda and Hart note two conditions for proper operation 

of this algorithm: 

1. There must be a way to distinguish between object 

and background pixels. 

2. There can be no holes in the object. 

The first condition poses no problem as the image is seg

mented prior to boundary detection. The second condition 

is more serious since it creates the possibility of the 

turtle getting caught infinitely inside a hole. It is 

difficult to determine whether this condition is met, 

especially since thresholding does not guarantee segmenta

tion into cohesive regions. But holes seldom occur in the 

threshold thermograms and an exhaustive search for them 

would be time consuming and impractical. Instead, as the 

image is thresholded, each row is scanned for small gaps, 

which are filled with an average of their neighbors. In the 

event that the turtle does get caught inside a hole, the 

user is notified and allowed to segment the image again. In 

some cases the boundary is approximated with a straight 

line. This is applied to the limbs of the body which have 

relatively straight boundaries. 
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The turtle algorithm has several advantages outweighing 

its disadvantages; it is simple, fast and reliable. In 

addition, it stores the boundary in a sequential chain code 

format, a useful feature when calculating the boundary 

curvature. 

2.3 Location of Control Points 

As stated before, it is necessary to locate control 

points on the object. These points may be either on the 

boundary or inside the object, and located manually by the 

user or automatically. As a general rule, control points on 

the boundary of an object are located automatically, while 

those inside the object are located from user supplied 

information. 

An example incorporating both manual and automatic 

location of control points is the dorsal hands, illustrated 

in Figure 2.8. In this example, the user draws a line 

across each wrist and the intersection of the grids (the map 

is a collection of grids, as explained in section 3.1) are 

determined from their position on the line. (Each view 

usually requires the user to draw between two and four lines 

on the object. This is summarized in Appendix A.) Points 

on the boundary, in the bays between the thumb and index 

finger and the middle and ring finger, are located from the 

boundary curvature. 



Automatic detection of control points operates by cal

culating the curvature of the boundary and then uses known 

• Control points located on user supplied line 

• Control points located automatically on the boundary 

Figure 2.8. Location of control points on the dorsal hands. 

characteristics of the curvature to locate them. This 

works well on the hands and feet due to the distinctive 

curvature of their boundaries. On objects such as the 

forearms or legs, which have little boundary curvature, 

the method is ineffective. 

Levine [5] outlines a method of locating boundary fea

tures, such as curvature and inflection points by calculat-
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changes in the curvature. As illustrated in Figure 2.9, 

curvature is measured within a moving window of length w 

= Boundary Point 

Figure 2.9. Calculation of boundary curvature. 

on the boundary. The measure of curvature is the angle, ek, 

between the endpoints of the window (eq. 2.4). 

ek = arctan((yk - yk-w)/(xk - xk_w)) (2.4) 

To detect curvature features, the quantity incremental 

curvature, 6k, is defined (eq. 2.5). 

5k = ek+l ~ ek-l (2-5) 

Plotting 6k versus k the following observations can be made; 

Horizontal lines represent regions of constant curvature, 



and positive or negative values represent curvature in one 

direction or the other. An example of the incremental 

curvature of a hand is shown in Figure 2.10. The negative 

regions represent the finger tips (constant curvature) and 

positive regions represent bays between the fingers (curva

ture in the opposite direction). Levine suggests using a 

window length between 4 and 9 pixels, but a window length 

of 40 is here used due of the size of the boundaries 

(typically between 500 and 1000 pixels). 

IncreneKtal Curvature 

Counterclockwise Contour / Palwar Left Hand 
(w : 40 ) 

•26.6 

Figure 2.10. Incremental curvature of the palmar left hand. 

Since the features detected are large relative to the 

total length of the boundary, it is advantageous to use a 

large window to locate them. The effect of increasing the 
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window length is illustrated in Figure 2.11 as it is 

increased from 20 to 40. In the first case (w=20) it is 

difficult to distinguish the final bay (between the thumb 

and index finger). As the window size is increased it 

becomes more prominent, while the strength of the noise 

decreases. 

Given the incremental curvature the goal is to auto

matically detect points on the boundary. This translates 

into finding features in and matching them to the shape 

of the hand. 

As with the histogram for thresholding, ̂  is smoothed 

with a moving average filter to reduce noise. Then a 

threshold is applied to values above the threshold are 

taken to be regions of curvature. The result is a series of 

pulses corresponding to the bays between fingers. The 

pulses can be corrupted by either isolated noise spikes, 

which do not belong to any pulse, or gaps in the pulses. To 

correct this the data is first passed through a minimum-

maximum filter to remove isolated spikes and then through a 

maximum-minimum filter to fill any gaps. From this point it 

is a simple matter to find the leading and trailing edge 

of the pulses, and determine the location of the bays. This 

process is illustrated in Figure 2.12 (a-c). This method of 

automatic detection is also applied to locate points at the 



' Incremental Curvature 

Counterclockwise Contour / Dorsal Right Hand 
(w : 20 ) 

63.4 (degrees) 

rri "i'r̂  hy ̂  i"V|i |1 •' 1 '* 
[ 

•63,4 

(a) 

IncreHental Curvature 

Counterclockwise Contour / Dorsal Right Hand 
(H = 30 ) 

45.0 (degrees) 

<b) 
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IncreHeHtal Curvature 

Counterclockwise Contour I Dorsal Eight Hand 
(w = 40 ) 

-30,3 

(c) 

Figure 2.11. Effect of increasing window length on 
incremental curvature, (a) w=20. (b) w=3 0. 
(c) w=40. 

armpits, elbows, neck and crotch. 

In this chapter, the first step in superimposing the 

dermatome map onto the human figure was presented. Segmen

tation of the thermograms is accomplished by one of two 

methods, thresholding or region merging. Once segmented, 

the boundary of the object is located and stored using the 

turtle algorithm. The boundary is then utilized to locate 

points of interest on the human figure. Unfortunately, this 

is only applied in limited cases due to the non-distinctive 

curvature of the limbs of the body. 



Increnental Curvature 

CCH Left PalHar Hand t KA Filter Length 
(H : 40 ) 

26,6 (degrees) 

-26.6 

(a) 

Threshold of Increwental Curvature 

Before Max - Hin Filter 
<w : 40 ) 

(b) 
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Threshold! of Incwiiental Curvature 

After Max - Hin Filter 
(H = 40 ) 

(c) 

Figure 2.12. Incremental curvature feature location, (a) 
Smoothed 6^. (b) Thresholded 5^. (c) Final 
pulses after max-min filter. 



CHAPTER 3 

SUPERIMPOSING THE DERMATOME MAP ONTO THE HUMAN FIGURE 

To this point, segmentation, boundary detection, and 

location of control points have been discussed. In this 

chapter we use this information to superimpose the dermatome 

map onto the object. This requires a suitable description 

of the dermatome map which can be superimposed onto to the 

human figure, taking into account the factors of scaling and 

rotation. Finally, it is determined how closely the map, 

after it is superimposed, comes to the actual location of 

the dermatomes. 

3.1 Rational Function Interpolation 

As stated before, a suitable analytic description of the 

dermatome map is required to superimpose it onto the object. 

Consider the lower lumbar region of the dermatome map shown 

in Figure 3.1. This map is a collection of grids, each of 

which marks the transition between two adjacent dermatomes. 

Each individual grid is treated as an unknown function, 

f(x), for which an exact mathematical expression is unavail

able, but specific x and y points are. Using these x and y 

points, the function may be estimated or interpolated, 

and superimposed onto the object. 

33 
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GRIDS 

Figure 3.1. The lumbar region of the dermatome map. 

This method is often applied in computer graphics to 

approximate and reproduce objects or portions of objects. 

A common interpolation algorithm used in computer graphics 

applications is cubic spline interpolation, which has the 

advantage of producing smooth lines, but sometimes creates 

wiggles between the interpolating points [7]. Cubic splines 

were tested with a third order interpolation (4 interpolating 

points), and determined unsuitable due to their tendency to 

produce wiggles. 

Instead, a different algorithm, rational function 

interpolation, was tested producing satisfactory curves 
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without bumps and wiggles between the interpolating points. 

Unlike polynomial interpolation, rational function interpo

lation uses a numerator and denominator polynomial to model 

the function as shown below [9], 

Po + Pi*x + ... + pn*xn 

q0 + qi*x + ... + qn*xn 

The coefficients are calculated recursively in a manner 

similar to that for polynomial interpolation. 

In this system a third order interpolation is used to 

interpolate each grid. Four x and y points for each grid 

are stored in data files and retrieved when needed to inter

polate it. 

3.2 Rotation and Scaling 

With a description of the map available, the next step 

is to superimpose it onto the object. Two factors must be 

considered to superimpose the map: 1) the size of the body 

and 2) the rotation of the body. 

The first factor results from the varying size and shape 

of each human body, requiring the grids be scaled (stretched 

or compressed) to fit each individual. Consider the example 

grid illustrated in Figure 3.2 which might be superimposed 

onto the lumbar region. Interpolation of the grid produces 

a discrete set of x and y points, where xmax and ymax are the 

maximum value on each axis. 
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y 
max 

max 

Figure 3.2. Example grid. 

Figure 3.3. The lumbar region. 
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Suppose this grid is to be superimposed onto the un-

rotated human figure shown in Figure 3.3. Assuming the 

endpoints of the grid have been located, and y^ are the 

number of pixels spanned on each axis. Each x and y point 

is multiplied by a scale factor as shown below to produce 

the scaled set of coordinates (xs,ys). 

xs = at*x, a = Xi/Xmax (3.2) 

Ys = P*Y> P = Yl/Ymax (3-3) 

The second factor, object rotation, results from the 

relative positioning of the camera and patient. The rotation 

is determined from the control points located in the image. 

For example, in the lumbar region the rotation is determined 

by the orientation of the spine. Its unrotated position is 

with the spine in the vertical position. Suppose the camera 

was tilted slightly by 0 degrees during the examination as 

illustrated in Figure 3.4. Scaling is accomplished exactly 

as before producing a scaled set of coordinates which are 

rotated. These coordinates are rotated as shown in eqs. 3.4 

and 3.5, producing the final set of scaled and rotated 

coordinates (xsr,ysr). It is this final set of coordinates 

that are superimposed as a grid onto the object. 
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y 

Figure 3.4. Rotated lumbar region grid. 

xsr = cos(6) * xs + sin(0) * ys (3.4) 

Ysr = -sin(8) * xs + cos(0) * ys (3.5) 

A photograph of the lumbar region with the dermatome map 

superimposed onto it is illustrated Figure 3.5. A complete 

set of photographs illustrating the results for each view 

are in Appendix A. 

3.3 Error Analysis 

When the dermatome map is superimposed onto a human 

figure, it is assumed that the body is in a certain position. 

For example, in an image of the posterior forearms it is 

assumed that each forearm and wrist are flat down, perpendic-
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Figure 3.5. The dermatome map superimposed onto the lumbar 
region. 

lar to the camera. If the patient rolls his or her wrist it 

introduces error by changing the position of the dermatomes 

relative to the camera. Therefore, a method of quantitatively 

measuring this error is needed. 

The error is measured with a model of the body part in 

question, which is rotated to simulate the error. 

This analysis is restricted to the limbs of the body (forearms 

and legs) for two reasons: 1) they are easy to model and 2) 

these are the parts of the body most likely to rotate. 

The limbs are modeled by method similar to one that has 

been used to model the kidneys and other body parts [1]. 



They are modeled as a stack of ellipses with finite height. 

The x and y radii measurements of the ellipses were taken 

from one subject and are intended to give a feel for error 

introduced by rotation. Since digital images are two dimen

sional profiles of three dimensional scenes, our interest 

is in the two dimensional projection of the models. A two 

dimensional projection of the anterior forearm model and an 

elliptical cross-section are shown in Figure 3.6. 

The general procedure for calculating the error is 

outlined as follows: 

1) Find the location of the dermatomes on the ellipse. 

2) Rotate the ellipse. 

3) Find the 2-D projection of the dermatomes. 

4) Determine where the system would superimpose the 

dermatomes on each 2-D projection of the ellipse. 

5) Calculate the amount of area in error on the 

projection. 

6) Repeat for each ellipse in the model and sum the 

total error. 

This procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.7. In Figure 3.7 

(a) is an elliptical cross-section of the model, the x's on 

the ellipse represent the transitions between the dermatomes 



(a) (b) 

Model of the anterior forearms, (a) 2 -
dimensional projection, (b) Elliptical 
cross-section. 
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In Figure 3.7 (b) the same ellipse is rotated by 0 degrees, 

and its two dimensional back projection is illustrated. On 

the back projection, the x's represent the actual transitions 

6QCK Proysd-toh Sac* Prqj^ci<on 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.7. Calculation of error due to rotation, (a) 
Unrotated cross-section, (b) Rotated 
cross-section. 

between the dermatomes, while the o's represent where the 

system would locate them. The shaded area between the x's 

and o's is the area that is misclassified. In the following 
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sections each model is examined independently. 

3.3.1 The Forearms 

The forearms are modeled as a stack of ellipses whose 

radii (x and y) increase linearly from the wrist to elbow. 

The following constraint is placed on the model: the elbow 

is held stationary and the wrist is allowed to rotate. 

Therefore, each ellipse is rotated an amount proportional to 

its position on the forearm. Also, on the anterior forearm, 

rotation is only considered in one direction, as rotation of 

the forearm in the outward direction is difficult and not 

likely to occur. Results of the analysis for the anterior 

forearms are summarized in Table 3.1. A complete listing of 

the results for each model are summarized in Appendix B. 

Table 3.1 
Error Analysis of Anterior Forearms 

% Area of Dermatome in Error 
Rotation (degrees) 

C5 T1 C8 

5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 

3.8 
7.7 
11.4 
15.2 
18.8 
22.4 

3.6 
7.1 
10.5 
13.7 
16.9 
19.9 

5.6 
10.9 
16.0 
21.0 
25.8 
30.5 
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3.3.2 The Lower Leas 

The model of the lower legs is similar to that of the 

forearms, consisting of a stack of ellipses whose radii 

increase linearly from the ankle to knee. The only difference 

is in the constraints placed on the rotation. In the lower 

legs, the knee and ankle are allowed to rotate an equal 

amount, therefore each ellipse is rotated the same amount. 

Results of the anterior and posterior lower legs are sum

marized in Appendix G. 

3.3.3 The Thighs 

The model of the thighs is similar to the models of the 

lower legs and forearms, consisting of ellipses whose radii 

increase linearly from the knee to the top of the thigh. In 

this model the knee is allowed to rotate, while the top of 

the thigh is held stationary and each ellipse in between is 

rotated proportionally. Results of the anterior and posterior 

thighs are summarized in Appendix B. 

To interpret these results a few factors must be con

sidered. First, the models are just that and are not com

pletely accurate descriptions of the body. Second, these 

results are from measurements made on a specific person and 

are intended to give a feel for the tolerance of the system 

to rotation. Finally, the dermatomes vary from person to 
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person and are themselves approximations. Despite these 

limitations the results are useful f.or analyzing the error. 

As they indicate, the percentage of area in error in each 

dermatome increases nearly linearly with the rptation. 

Therefore, a small amount of rotation is probably acceptable 

and will not affect the results greatly, but as the rotation 

increases, the effect becomes more pronounced as expected. 

In addition, it illustrates which views and dermatomes are 

most susceptible to rotation error. 



CHAPTER 4 

COMPARISON OP DERMATOME STATISTICS & RESULTS 

In the previous chapter we saw how to superimpose the 

dermatome map onto the human figure. The next step is to 

determine the temperature distribution in each dermatome and 

compare the distributions of contralateral regions. This 

requires a method of classifying, or determining, to which 

dermatome each object pixel belongs. Then the temperature 

distributions may be compared with a measure related to 

Wexler's criterion to aid the diagnosis. 

4.1 Classification of Dermatome Pixels 

With the dermatome map superimposed onto the object, it 

is necessary to classify each pixel, determining which 

dermatome each lies in. To accomplish this, the boundary 

pixels surrounding each dermatome are assigned specific gray 

level values. In addition, the map grids are also assigned 

specific gray level values when superimposed onto the 

object. The gray levels assigned for this purpose are at 

the lower end of the gray scale and generally not assigned 

as temperature values. This is illustrated by the example 

of the palmar hand in Figure 4.1, in which the gray levels 

assigned to each boundary and grid are shown. The boundary 

46 
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pixels of the dermatomes are assigned the following gray 

levels: C6 = 3, C7 = 4, and C8 = 5. In addition the 

pixels of the grid separating dermatomes C6 and C7 are 

assigned gray level 1, and the pixels separating C7 and C8 

are assigned gray level 2. Since each dermatome is enclosed 

by a combination of boundaries and grids, it is possible to 

determine which dermatome any pixel lies in. 

Figure 4.1. Classification of dermatome pixels on the palmar 
hand. 

The image is scanned column by column and each pixel is 

classified as it is scanned. Whenever a boundary or grid is 

encountered, it searches in four directions for the nearest 

boundary. Using information about the boundaries and grids 

surrounding a pixel it decides which dermatome the pixel 
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belongs to. In Figure 4.1, we can see how it classifies a 

pixel in the C8 dermatome by searching in each direction for 

the nearest boundary or grid. To reduce processing time, 

the algorithm searches only when a boundary is crossed and 

assumes all pixels encountered after that belong to the same 

dermatome. 

4.2 Dermatome Statistics 

As the pixels are classified, the histogram for each 

dermatome is compiled, from which the dermatome gray level 

mean and variance are calculated. This information is 

displayed to the user after the image is scanned. Two 

examples illustrating the output are shown in Figures 4.2 

and 4.3. The tick marks on the x-axis represent 1 degree 

centigrade intervals. The first case illustrates the output 

of four regions along the course of a normal L4 dermatome. 

The second case shows the results of a patient with a 

herniated disk affecting the right SI nerve root. As 

expected, this presents itself as a relative hypothermia in 

the right side histogram in several views. 

In addition to displaying the histograms it is desired 

to calculate a statistic based on Wexler's criterion which 

is recalled here: two areas along the same dermatome must 

have a one degree centigrade difference affecting at least 



LuHtar Region DernatoHe! L4 
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Lateral Hughs CerHatone: L4 
Left Side! Mean : 182,54 Std, Deviation = 17,54 
Right Side! Mean : 181.72 Std. Deviation = 17.64 
Percentage area difference: 12.28 
Uexlers Neasure! 6.69 

M Histogram ( Left Side of Body Difference Histogram 
.03, ,t .01, . d i m .  

ffV||r fr1 

115. 255. 1 

Histogran / Right Side of Body 

5. 
t t i i i  

(c) 

f i n t .  L o w e r  L e g s  D e r o a t o M e :  L 4  .  
Left Side! Mean = 168.20 Std. Deviation = 33.35 
Right Side! Mean = 166.76 Std. Deviation = 32.73 
Percentage area difference! 15.55 
Uexlers neasure! 3.18 

HistograH / Left Side of Body Difference Histogram 
.62, , .01 
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255. 
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255. 

Figure 4.2. Histograms of a normal L4 dermatome. (a) Lumbar 
region, (b) Anterior thighs, (c) Lateral thighs, 
(d) Anterior lower legs 



Buttocks Dernatone! SI 
Left Side! Mean = 191.57 Std, Deviation = 15.82 
Right Side! Mean : 186.46 Std. Deviation : 20.54 
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Pos, Lower Legs Dernatoite: SI 
Left Side: Mean = 194.75 Std, Deviation = 
Right Side: Mean = 162.31 Std, Deviation : 
Percentage area difference! 71.89 
Hexlers Measure: 55.92 

33.B2 
38.21 

Histogram / Left Side of Body Difference HistograM 
• 041 ,i .84 

.04 

115. 255. 1 

HistograM / Riglit Side of Body 

5. 

liii. 
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(c) 

I ^ i i  

255. 

Figure 4.3. Histograms of an SI nerve root lesion, (a) 
Buttocks, (b) Posterior thighs, (c) Posterior 
lower legs. 

25% of the surface area compared to the opposite side. A 

drawback of Wexler's measure is that it is based on visual 

inspection of images in which the gray scale is quantized 

into one degree centigrade bands. Quantizing the gray scale 

allows for easier visual interpretation, but the result is 

to reduce the amount of information used to compare regions. 

Each dermatome is usually covered by several one degree 

centigrade bands and the percentage of the area each band 

covers is easily calculated. Wexler's measure is obtained 
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by finding the maximum difference in surface area covered by 

the same temperature band in the contralateral dermatomes. 

We would like to utilize the histograms and the entire 

gray scale to compare contralateral dermatomes. There are a 

number of ways of comparing statistical distributions. A 

simple, but useful measure is obtained by subtracting the 

histograms point for point, resulting in the "difference 

histogram" illustrated in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. Since the 

total area under a histogram is 1, the total area under the 

"difference histogram" is 0, with the positive area equal 

to the negative area. It is this total positive (or 

negative) area, called the percentage area difference, that 

is used to compare two distributions. Calculation of the 

percentage area difference is shown in eq. 4.1; Pi(i) and 

pr(i) are the measured probabilities of each gray level 

occurring within the left and right contralateral derm

atomes . 

255 
percentage area difference = 2 | p^(i) - pr(i) |/2 (4.1) 

i=l 

0 < percentage area difference < 1 

Consider the following simple example of an image with 

only four possible gray levels: 0, 1, 2, and 3. Shown below 
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are the gray level probabilities of an example dermatome. 

GL 0 I 1 2 3 

Pl(i) 
Pr(i) 

0.10 
0.20 

0.40 
0.30 

0.25 
0.10 

0.25 
0.40 

difference -0.10 0.10 0.15 | -0.15 

percentage area difference: 25% 

In terms of the difference in surface area, gray level 

0 covers 10 % of the left dermatome and 20 % of the right 

dermatome, therefore there is a 10 % surface area difference 

in this gray level. The same follows for the rest of the 

gray levels, and the total is incorporated into the per

centage area difference statistic. 

The percentage area difference is closely related to 

Wexler's measure. To prove this, the correlation coeffi

cient (eq. 4.2), r, for these two variables was calculated 

with 104 samples. 

r = E[(x - mx)(y - My)] 
(4.2) 

Cjj ^  O y  

x = percentage area difference 
y = Wexler's measure 

The correlation coefficient can range between -1 and 1, 1 
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indicating they perfectly correlated, 0 indicating they are 

independent, and -1 indicating they are inversely corre

lated. The value of r was determined to be 0.897, indicat

ing a high degree of correlation between Wexler's measure 

and the proposed percentage area difference measure. 

4.3 Results 

18 cases previously examined visually by a neurologist, 

were tested with the system. A dermatome was considered 

abnormal if the percentage area difference exceeded 40% 

(corresponding to roughly 25% with Wexler's measure), and 

it occurred in two or more views. When this condition is 

met, the program marks the dermatome as abnormal and 

produces the output illustrated in Figure 4.4. 

Patient: John Doe 
Date: 4/26/89 
Time: 15:32 
Run: 1 

Abnormalitv in L5 dermatome 
Relati ve hypothermi a i n right Pos. Thighs area di-f-f . s 46. 88 
Relative hypothermi a i n r i ght Lat. Lower Legs ' area diff. s 51. 43 
Relative hypothermi a i n right Lat. Lower Legs ' area cliff. 

= 
58. 52 

Relati ve hypothermi a in right Plantar Feet • area diff. — 40. 01 

Abnormality in Si dermatome 
Relati ve hypothermi a in right Buttocks / area diff. 51. 77 
Relati ve hypothermi a i n right Pos. Thighs / area diff. 

= 
67. 06 

Relati ve hypothermi a i n right Pos. Lower Legs * area dif-f. 60. 71 
Relati ve hypothermi a i n right Lat. Lower Legs 5 area dif-f. 

= 
57. 54 

Relati ve hypothermia in right Lat. Lower Legs > area diff. 
= 

52. 69 

Figure 4.4. Program output upon finding an abnormal 
dermatome. 



Wexler reported repeating the exam three times at 

twenty minute intervals to insure its validity. Of these 18 

cases, three exams were only available for 10, and one 

exam was available for the remaining 8. The results from 

the remaining 8 cases are suspect as an abnormality some

times appears in only one or two exams, but should be 

correlated in all three for a positive diagnosis. The 

results are shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. 

Table 4.1 
Comparison of computer-aided results to visual diagnosis 

18 cases 

Computer-aided Results 
Visual Diagnosis 

Computer-aided Results 
positive negative 

positive 
negative 

10 4 
0 4 

Table 4.2 
Comparison of computer-aided results to visual diagnosis 

10 cases with 3 exams available 

Computer-aided Results 
Visual Diagnosis 

Computer-aided Results 
positive negative 

positive 
negative 

10 0 
0 0 
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Table 4.3 
Comparison of computer-aided results to visual diagnosis 

8 cases with 1 exam available 

Computer-aided Results 
Visual Diagnosis 

Computer-aided Results 
positive negative 

positive 
negative 

0 4 
0 4 

Overall, for the 18 cases tested the system agreed 

with the visual diagnosis in 14 cases, or 78% of the time. 

For the 8 cases with three exams available it agreed with 

all 8, or 100% of the time. In the remaining 8 cases with 

only one exam available, it agreed with 4, or only 50% of 

the time. 

4.4 Bayesian Training 

The percentage area difference, a random variable, is 

a feature used to decide if there is an abnormality in a 

dermatome. Bayes theory may be applied to train the system 

and reduce the probability of error in this decision. 

Utilizing a priori information about the diagnosis of the 

patients the following conditional probabilities (relative 

frequency histograms) were measured: p(D|l) and p(D|2) (D is 

percentage area difference, 1 is the normal case and 2 is 

the abnormal case). The 8 cases with 3 exams available were 



used to measure these probabilities. These probability 

distributions are shown in Figure 4.5. 

p(Dil) pCD!2) 

r—r \ i i i r-T 

Figure 4.5. Conditional probability distributions. 

Bayes decision rule is shown below: 

a dermatome is normal if p(D|l)p(l) >p(D|2)p(2) 

a dermatome is abnormal if p(D|2)p(2) > p(D|l)p(l) 

Since the a priori probabilities, p(l) and p(2) are impos

sible to evaluate precisely, they are assumed to be equal, 

resulting in a modified decision rule: 

a dermatome is normal if p(D|l) > p(D|2) 

a dermatome is abnormal if p(Dj2) > p(D|l) 
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This decision rule is illustrated graphically in Figure 

4.6, in which the distributions are plotted on the same 

axis. 

Figure 4.6. Bayes decision rule. 

If the percentage area difference is less than Tlf the 

dermatomes are considered normal, if it is greater then T2 

the dermatomes are considered abnormal. If it lies in 

between T^ and T2 then the region with the greater probabil

ity is chosen, but there is a possibility of an error in 

the decision. The total probability of error is given by 

the shaded region and was. measured to be 16%. 

Based on these results the following levels of certain

ty are assigned to the percentage area difference: 

p(Dli) 

D 
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Percentage Area Difference Level of Certainty 

0 -> Tx 

T1 "*> t2 
T2 -> 100 

Normal 
Suspicious 
Diagnostic 

In this chapter we saw how to calculate the temperature 

distribution within each dermatome and compare them with the 

percentage area difference statistic. The percentage area 

difference is highly correlated with Wexler's measure and 

useful for locating dermatome abnormalities as the results 

indicate. Finally, using the results from known cases and 

Bayed decision theory, the system was "trained" to minimize 

the error in locating abnormalities. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Interpretation of thermograms for the diagnosis of 

spinal nerve root lesions is a subjective and mainly 

qualitative process. This impedes the interpretation and 

comparison of results among thermographers. A computer 

program to quantitatively analyze thermograms has been 

developed to remedy this problem. The system is a user-

friendly, interactive process which requires approximately 

15 minutes (based on use with an IBM XT with 8087 coproces

sor) to analyze a set of 10 thermograms. Separate programs 

have been developed for both the cervical and lumbar regions 

of the body. The system has proven itself as a useful tool 

for locating abnormalities occurring along the course of a 

dermatome and aiding the diagnosis of nerve root irritation. 

This is a significant step in standardizing the interpreta

tion of thermograms. 

The system operates by superimposing the dermatome map 

onto the human figure in the thermograms and comparing the 

temperature distribution of contralateral dermatomes. Image 

processing and pattern recognition principles are applied to 

the images in order to superimpose the dermatome map onto 
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the human figure. The problem of segmentation into object 

and background regions is considered first. 

Thermograms are bimodal in nature and therefore lend 

themselves to segmentation by thresholding. Two methods of 

thresholding are presented: automatic thresholding and 

user-interactive thresholding. Automatic thresholding 

utilizes the image histogram and automatically locates the 

threshold between the two modes of the histogram. If this 

result is unsatisfactory, the user may interactively locate 

the threshold in a process that thresholds the gray level 

look-up tables to provide maximum speed. 

Thermograms of the feet often have low contrast and 

segmentation by thresholding gives poor results. Instead, 

the line adjacency graph and prior knowledge of the feet are 

used to merge the image into the two regions. Although this 

is a significant improvement over thresholding, it is still 

impossible to segment and analyze images with extremely poor 

contrast. In these instances the imaging conditions should 

be altered to provide better contrast between the feet and 

background. 

After segmentation is complete, the object boundary is 

located with the turtle algorithm. It is a simple al

gorithm, but is fast and reliable for locating object 

boundaries. The incremental curvature of the boundary is 
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calculated and used to locate control points on the boun

dary. In addition, control points, not on the boundary, 

are located manually by the, user with the mouse. 

The control points are used to superimpose the derm

atome map onto the human figure. This is accomplished with 

a third order rational function interpolation of each grid 

in the map. Since each human varies in size and shape, the 

map is scaled to fit each individual. In addition, rotation 

of the human figure, due to the relative positioning of the 

patient and camera, is corrected by rotating the map 

accordingly. 

With the map superimposed onto a human figure, it is 

reasonable to ask how close it comes to the actual location 

of the dermatomes. Since the dermatomes are themselves 

approximations, this is difficult to determine, but it is 

possible to measure the error due to incorrect patient 

positioning. The limbs are most susceptible to this type of 

error and are modeled as a stack of ellipses with finite 

height. These ellipses are rotated individually and used to 

measure the error. 

The temperature histogram of each dermatome is calcu

lated once the dermatome map is superimposed onto the 

object. The percent area difference, which is the absolute 

difference in area between two histograms, is used as a 
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measure for comparing them. This measure is highly corre

lated with Wexler's measure, but has the advantage of using 

the entire gray scale instead of a quantized scale. Using 

the percentage area difference, the system has proved to be 

effective in locating spinal nerve root irritation. In the 

18 cases the system analyzed, it agreed with the visual 

interpretation in 14 cases, or 78% of the time. The system 

agreed with every case in which three exams were available. 

It agreed with only half of the cases in which one exam was 

available. Often, an abnormality appears in only one exam, 

but should be confirmed in all three for a positive diag

nosis. That is the probable cause of this discrepancy. 



APPENDIX A 

PATIENT POSITIONING 

This appendix illustrates the positioning the patients 

should be constrained to for each view in the analysis. The 

heavy lines in the illustrations indicate the points the 

user must locate manually. In addition, photographs of each 

view with the dermatome map superimposed onto the figure are 

included. Each color in the photographs represents a one 

degree centigrade band. The cervical exam is illustrated in 

Figures A.l - A.9, and the lumbar exam is illustrated in 

Figure A.10 - A.19. 
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Cervical Region 

BACK 

Dermatomes of Interest: C6, C7, & C8 
Notes: Arms should be slightly away from body and hair off of neck 



Anterior Upper Arms 

elbow elbow 

board: 

Dermatomes of Interest: C5 & C6 
Notes: A board should be placed under arms to obstruct the chest and 

torso region. Biceps should be facing up towards camera. 

Figure A.2. The anterior upper arms. 
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Posterior Upper Arms 

BACK 

Dermatomes of Interest: C8 
Notes: Arms should be away from body, forming a triangle, with 

hands in front of body. 

Figure A.3. The posterior upper arms. 



Lateral Upper Arms 

elbow elbow 

l e f t  r i g h t  

board: §9 

Dermatomes of Interest: C6 & C7 
Notes: Split screen image. A board should be placed between the 

upper arm and body. 

Figure A.4. The lateral upper arms. 
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Anterior Forearms 

' 

MIL MJL 
Dermatomes of Interest: C5 & T1 
Notes: Hands should be flat to allow no rotation in wrists. 

Figure A.5. The anterior forearms. 



Posterior Forearms 

s 

JUUl 
</ 

JUUL 
Dermatomes of Interest: C7 
Notes: Hands should be flat to allow no rotation in wrists. 

Figure A.6. The posterior forearms. 
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Ulnar Forearms 

BACK 

Dermatomes of Interest: C8 
Notes: Arms should be away from body, 

position. 
with forearms in vertical 

Figure A.7. The ulnar forearms. 



Dorsal Hands 

\J 

Dermatomes of Interest: C6, C7, & C8 

Notes: Palms should be down flat and fingers separated as far 
apart as possible. Hands should not touch. 
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Palmar Hands 

Dermatomes of Interest: C6, C7, & C8 

Notes: Hands should be down flat and fingers separated as far 
apart as possible. Hands should not touch. 

Figure A.9. The palmar hands. 
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Lumbar Region 

Dermatomes of Interest: L1, L2, L3, L4 & L5 
Notes: Top line is drawn parallel to the top of the L1 dermatome. 

The bottom line is drawn parallel to the bottom of the L5 
dermatome. 

Figure A.10. The lumbar region. 



Buttocks 

1 

A 
Dermatomes of Interest: S1, S2 & L5 
Notes: The top tine is drawn parallel to the top of the S1 dermatome. 

Figure A.11. The buttocks. 



Anterior Thighs 

knee knee 

Dermatomes of Interest: L2, L3 & L4 
Notes: Thighs should not touch if possible. 
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Posterior Thighs 

knee knee 

Dermatomes of Interest: S1, S2 & L5 
Notes: Thighs should not touch if possible. 

Figure A.13. The posterior thighs. 
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Lateral Thighs 

j 

knee knee 

Dermatomes of Interest: L4, L5 & S1 
Notes: Split screen image. 

Figure A.14. The lateral thighs. 



Anterior Lower Legs 

knee knee 

ankle ankle 

Dermatomes of Interest: L4 & L5 
Notes: 

Figure A.15. The anterior lower legs. 



Posterior Lower Legs 

knee i_ knee 

ankle ankle 

Dermatomes of Interest: S1 & S2 
Notes: 

Figure A.16. The posterior lower legs. 



Lateral 

knee 

Lower Legs 
I 
• knee 

ankle ankle 
T 

Dermatomes of Interest: L5 & S1 
Notes: Split screen image. 

Figure A.17. The lateral lower legs. 
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Dorsal Feet 

Dermatomes of Interest: L5 
Notes: 

rSx 

Figure A.18. The dorsal feet. 



Plantar Feet 

7̂  7 

Dermatomes of Interest: L5 & S2 
Notes: 

Figure A.19 The plantar feet. 



APPENDIX B 

ERROR ANALYSIS RESULTS 

This appendix contains the results of the error 

analysis of section 3.3. In section 3.3 the limbs of the 

body were modeled and rotated to determine the amount of 

area in error in each dermatome. A figure of each limb 

indicating the direction of rotation is included for each 

model and the results are tabulated. 
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B.l. The Anterior Forearms 

Figure B.l. Rotation of the anterior forearms. 

Table B.l 
Error Analysis of the Anterior Forearms 

Rotation (degrees) 
% Area of Dermatome in Error 

C5 I T1 I C8 

5.0 3.8 3.6 5.6 
10.0 7.7 7.1 10.9 
15.0 11.4 10.5 16.0 
20.0 15.2 13.7 21.0 
25. 0 18.8 16.9 25.8 
30.0 22.4 19.9 30.5 



B.2. The Dorsal Forearms 

Figure B.2. Rotation of the dorsal forearms. 

Table B.2 
Error Analysis of the Dorsal Forearms 

Rotation (degrees) 
% Area of Dermatome in Error 

C6 C7 C8 

5.0 6.0 2.0 _ 
10.0 11.9 5.8 -

15.0 17.6 8.8 -

20.0 23.1 11.7 — 

25.0 28.4 14.7 — 

30.0 33.4 17.8 — 

-5.0 - 2.3 3.4 
-10.0 - 4.7 6.8 
-15.0 - 7.1 10.1 
-20.0 - 9.7 13.5 
-25.0 - 12.2 16.8 
-30.0 — 14.9 20.0 



B.3. The Anterior Lower Legs 

Figure B.3. Rotation of anterior lower legs. 

Table B.3 
Error Analysis of the Anterior Lower Legs 

Rotation (degrees) 
% Area of Dermatome in Error 

L4 L5 

5.0 
10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
-5.0 

-10.0 
-15.0 
-20.0 
-25. 0 
-3 0.0 

6.3 
13.5 
21.5 
30.3 
39.7 
48.9 
4.3 
9.0 
14.0 
19.3 
24.7 
30.2 

4.5 
10.3 
17.2 
25.0 
33.5 
42.5 
14.2 
27.8 
40.8 
52.7 
63.5 
73.1 
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B.4. The Posterior Lower Leas 

4- «. 

Figure B.4. Rotation of the posterior lower legs. 

Table B.4 
Error Analysis of the Posterior Lower Legs 

Rotation (degrees) 
% Area of Dermatome in Error 

SI S2 

5.0 
10. 0 
15.0 
20.0 
25. 0 
30.0 
-5.0 
-10.0 
-15.0 
-20.0 
-25.0 
-30.0 

13.5 
26.4 
38.3 
49.3 
59.2 
67.9 

11.0 
2 2 . 2  
33.3 
44 
54 
64 
8 
17 
27 
37, 
47, 
57 



B.5 The Posterior Thighs 

Figure B.5. Rotation of the posterior thighs, 

Table B.5 
Error Analysis of the Posterior Thighs 

Rotation (degrees) 
% Area of Dermatome in Error 

L5 SI S2 

5.0 _ 3.8 5.4 
10.0 - 7.9 10.8 
15.0 - 12.2 16.1 
20.0 - 16.7 21.4 
25.0 - 21.3 26.5 
30. 0 - 26.1 31.5 
-5.0 10.4 5.4 2.9 

-10.0 20.0 10.8 6.1 
-15.0 28.7 16.1 9.6 
-20.0 36.6 21.4 13.2 
-25.0 43.7 26.5 17.1 
-30.0 49.8 31.6 21.1 
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